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Abstract. In this paper, we attempt to extend the denition and existing local error
bound criteria to vector-valued functions, or more generally, to functions taking values
in a normed linear space. Some new primal space derivative-like objects { slopes { are
introduced and a classication scheme of error bound criteria is presented.
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1. Introduction
Error bounds play a key role in variational analysis. They are of great importance
for optimality conditions, subdierential calculus, stability and sensitivity issues, conver-
gence of numerical methods, etc. For the summary of the theory of error bounds of real
valued functions and its various applications to sensitivity analysis, convergence analysis
of algorithms, and penalty function methods in mathematical programming the reader is
referred to the survey papers by Aze [2], Lewis & Pang [25], Pang [33], as well as the book
by Auslender & Teboule [1].
Numerous characterizations of the error bound property have been established in terms
of various derivative-like objects either in the primal space (directional derivatives, slopes,
etc.) or in the dual space (subdierentials, normal cones) [3, 4, 7{12, 14{17,19, 21{23,28{
34,38{40].
In the present paper which continues [5], we attempt to extend the concept of error
bounds as well as local error bound criteria to vector-valued functions dened on a metric
space and taking values in a normed linear space. The presentation, terminology and
notation follow that of [5,11,12]. Some new types of primal space derivative-like objects {
slopes { which can be of independent interest, are introduced and a classication scheme
of error bound criteria is presented.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we introduce an abstract ordering
operation in the image space and dene the error bound property for vector-valued func-
tions. In Section 3, various kinds of slopes for a vector-valued function are dened. In
Section 4, we establish primal space error bound criteria in terms of slopes, the main tool
being the vector variational principle due to Bednarczuk and Zagrodny [6].
Our basic notation is standard, see [26, 35]. Depending on the context, X is either a
metric or a normed space. Y is always a normed space. The closed unit ball in a normed
space is denoted B. If A is a set in a metric or normed space, then clA, intA, and bdA
denote its closure, interior, and boundary respectively; d(x;A) = infa2A kx   ak is the
point-to-set distance. We also use the denotation + = max(; 0), where  2 R.
The research of the second author was partially supported by the Australian Research Council, grant
DP110102011.
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2. Definitions
In this section, we dene the error bound property for vector-valued functions and
introduce other denitions which will be used in the rest of the paper.
Let f : X ! Y where X is a metric space and Y is a real normed linear space.
We are going to consider an order operation in Y dened by a proper (i.e., C 6= f0g and
C 6= Y ) closed convex cone C  Y with nonempty interior: we say that v is dominated
by y in Y if v 2 Vy := fv 2 Y j y   v 2 Cg = y   C.
If Y = R, we will always assume that C = R+ and consider the usual distance:
d(v1; v2) = jv1   v2j.
We say that f is C-lower semicontinuous at x 2 X if for each neighborhood V of f(x)
there exists a neighborhood U of x such that f(U)  V +C. f is C-lower semicontinuous
if it is C-lower semicontinuous at each x 2 X. We say that f is C-bounded if there exists
a bounded set M  Y such that f(X) M +C. Given subsets A  X and D  C such
that 0 62 D (D can be a singleton), and " > 0, we say that an x 2 A is an "-minimal
point [27] of f with respect to D over A if (f(x) "D C)\f(A) = ;. If x is an "-minimal
point of f with respect to D over A for any " > 0, then it is called a minimal point of f
with respect to D over A.
Let y 2 Y be given. We consider the y-sublevel set of f (with respect to the order
dened by C):
Sy(f) := fu 2 Xj y   f(u) 2 Cg:(1)
Condition x 2 Sy(f) means that x solves the inclusion f(u) 2 y  C. If x =2 Sy(f), it can
be important to have estimates of the distance d(x; Sy(f)) in terms of the value f(x).
Given f and y, we construct two new functions fy : X ! Y and f+y : X ! R+ dened
as follows:
fy(u) :=

f(u) if u =2 Sy(f);
y if u 2 Sy(f);(2)
f+y (u) := d(y   f(u); C):(3)
Function fy diers from f only on the sublevel set Sy(f), where it is assigned the
constant value y. Inclusion x 2 Sy(f) is obviously equivalent to equalities fy(x) = y and
f+y (x) = 0.
Some simple properties of the y-sublevel set (1) and functions (2) and (3) are summa-
rized in the next two propositions.
Proposition 1. (i) f+y (x) = d(y   fy(x); C).
(ii) Sy(f) = Sy(fy).
(iii) y   fy(x) =2 intC for any x 2 X.
(iv) If x 2 Sy(f) and f(x)  f(u) 2 C, then u 2 Sy(f).
(v) If f(x)  f(u) 2 C, then f+y (x)  f+y (u).
(vi) If x =2 Sy(f) and f is C-lower semicontinuous at x, then there exists a neighbor-
hood U of x such that u =2 Sy(f) and consequently fy(u) = f(u) for all u 2 U .
(vii) If fy is C-lower semicontinuous at x, then f
+
y is lower semicontinuous at x.
Proof. (i) If x =2 Sy(f), then fy(x) = f(x) and (i) coincides with (3). If x 2 Sy(f), then
f+y (x) = 0 and fy(x) = y. It follows from the last equality that d(y fy(x); C) = d(0; C) =
0.
(ii) Let x =2 Sy(f), i.e., y   f(x) =2 C. By (2), fy(x) = f(x). Hence, y   fy(x) =2 C, i.e.,
x =2 Sy(fy).
Let x 2 Sy(f). By (2), fy(x) = y, and consequently y  fy(x) = 0 2 C, i.e., x 2 Sy(fy).
(iii) If y   fy(x) 2 C, i.e. x 2 Sy(fy), then by (ii), x 2 Sy(f), and consequently
fy(x) = y. Hence, y   fy(x) = 0 =2 intC since C is a proper cone.
3(iv) The rst inclusion can be rewritten equivalently as y   f(x) 2 C. The conclusion
follows after adding this condition with the second one and taking into account convexity
of C.
(v) Let f(x)  f(u) 2 C. Then
f+y (x) = d(y   f(x); C)  d(y   f(u); C)  d(f(x)  f(u); C)
= d(y   f(u); C) = f+y (u):
(vi) Let x =2 Sy(f) and f be C-lower semicontinuous at x. Then y   f(x) =2 C and for
suciently small neighborhood V of f(x) it holds y =2 V + C. By denition of C-lower
semicontinuity, there exists a neighborhood U of x such that f(U)  V + C. Hence, for
all u 2 U , we have f(u) 6= y, and consequently fy(u) = f(u).
(vii) Let fy be C-lower semicontinuous at x.
Consider rst the case x =2 Sy(f), i.e., y   f(x) =2 C. Take an " > 0. For some
"0 2 (0; ") it holds y   f(x) =2 C + "0B. By denition of C-lower semicontinuity, there
exists a neighborhood U of x such that fy(U)  f(x) + "0B + C. Hence, for all u 2 U ,
we have fy(u) 6= y, and consequently fy(u) = f(u) = f(x) + v + c for some v 2 Y with
kvk  "0 and c 2 C. Then
f+y (u) = d(y   f(u); C)  d(y   f(x); C)  d(v + c; C)  f+y (x)  ";
and consequently f+y is lower semicontinuous at x.
If x 2 Sy(f), then f+y (x) = 0  f+y (u) for all u 2 X, and f+y is trivially lower
semicontinuous at x. 
Note that, by (vi), C-lower semicontinuity of f implies the closedness of the sublevel
sets Sy(f) of f . In general, the converse implication is not true unless f is a real-valued
function (cf. [13]). It is easily seen that if f is C-lower semicontinuous at x, then fy
is C-lower semicontinuous at x. In general, the converse implication is not true unless
x 62 Sy(f):
Proposition 2. If Y = R, then
Sy(f) = fu 2 Xj f(u)  yg;
fy(u) = max(f(u); y);
f+y (u) = (f(u)  y)+ = fy(u)  y:
For a function f : X ! Y , its directional derivative at x in the direction u, if it
exists, is denoted f 0(x;u). If f 0(x;u) exists for all u 2 X, we say that f is directionally
dierentiable at x.
If A  X and x 2 clA, then IA(x) := fu 2 Xj 9tk # 0; x + tku 2 Ag is the cone of
internal directions to A at x.
Proposition 3. Let X be a normed linear space, f be directionally dierentiable at x 2 X
and y = f(x). If u =2 ISy(f)(x), then f 0y(x;u) = f 0(x;u) =2  intC.
Proof. Let u =2 ISy(f)(x). Then x+tu =2 Sy(f), and consequently fy(x+tu) = f(x+tu) for
all suciently small t > 0. By the denition of directional derivative, f 0y(x;u) = f
0(x;u).
If f 0(x;u) 2  intC, then f(x+ tu)  f(x) 2  C, and consequently y  f(x+ tu) 2 C for
all suciently small t > 0. This contradicts the assumption that u =2 ISy(f)(x). 
Given x 2 Sy(f), we say that f satises the (local) error bound property (cf. [5]) at x
relative to y if there exists a  > 0 and a  > 0 such that
(4) d(u; Sy(f))  f+y (u); 8u 2 B(x):
It is easy to see that the inequality in (4) needs to be checked only for u =2 Sy(f).
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The error bound property can be characterized by certain derivative-like objects dened
in terms of functions fy and f
+
y .
3. Slopes of vector valued functions
In this section, several kinds of slopes are dened with the help of the function (2). A
dierent approach to dening slopes in terms of the scalar function (3) was considered
in [5].
3.1. Slopes. Recall that in the case f : X ! R1, the slope of f at x 2 X (with
f(x) <1) is dened as (see, for instance, [18])
(5) jrf j(x) := lim sup
u!x
(f(x)  f(u))+
d(u; x)
:
There are several ways of extending this denition to the vector setting f : X ! Y .
In [5], it was suggested to apply denition (5) to the scalar function (3), namely the slope
of f at x 2 X relative to y 2 Y was dened as
(6) jrf jy(x) := jrf+y j(x) = lim sup
u!x
(f+y (x)  f+y (u))+
d(u; x)
:
Below we introduce two more denitions, formulated in terms of the original vector-valued
function f .
Denote

C := fc 2 intCj d(c; bdC) = 1g. It is easy to check that

C generates intC,
i.e., intC = [t>0(t

C). If Y = R, then

C = f1g.
We dene respectively the lower and upper slopes of f at x 2 X as
 jrf j(x) := lim sup
u!x
sup

r  0
 f(x)  f(u)d(u; x) 2 C + r C

;(7)
+jrf j(x) := lim sup
u!x
inf

r  0
 f(u)  f(x)d(u; x) 2 C + rB

:(8)
The conventions sup ; = 0 and inf ; = +1 are in force in denitions (7) and (8).
It always holds  jrf j(x)  0 and +jrf j(x)  0 while each of the equalities  jrf j(x) =
0 and +jrf j(x) = 0 denes a kind of stationarity property of f . If either of the slopes is
strictly positive, then it characterizes quantitatively the descent rate of f at x.
Proposition 4. Let u 6= x. If r1  0, r2  0,
f(x)  f(u)
d(u; x)
2 C + r1

C; and
f(u)  f(x)
d(u; x)
2 C + r2B;(9)
then r1  r2.
Proof. When r1 = 0, the inequality holds automatically. Let r1 > 0. Inclusions (9) imply
0 2 C + r1

C + r2B = C + r1(

C + (r2=r1)B):
If r2 < r1, then

C + (r2=r1)B  intC. This implies 0 2 intC, a contradiction. 
The last proposition together with the denitions (7) and (8) immediately implies the
inequality
 jrf j(x)  +jrf j(x)(10)
which justies the terms \lower" and \upper" in the names of the two slopes.
Inequality (10) can be strict rather often. It is easy to see from denition (7) that only
those points u can contribute to the value of  jrf j(x) for which f(x)   f(u) 2 intC
5because otherwise (f(x)  f(u))=d(u; x) =2 C + r

C for any r > 0. Hence,  jrf j(x) = 0 if
x is minimal.
Example 5. Let X = R, Y = (R2; k  k), where k(y1; y2)k = max(jy1j; jy2j), C = R2+, and
f(u) = ( 2u; u), u 2 R. Then (f(x)   f(u))=d(u; x) = ( 2; 1) sgn(x   u) for any x 2 R
and u 2 R, u 6= x. Hence, (f(x)  f(u))=d(u; x) =2 C+ rc for any c 2 intC and any r > 0,
while (f(u)   f(x))=d(u; x) 2 C + rB if and only if either u < x, r  1 or r  2. This
results in  jrf j(x) = 0 and +jrf j(x) = 2 for all x 2 R.
Given y = (y1; y2) 2 R2, we can also compute slope (6). It obviously depends on the
value of x and the choice of y. One can easily compute d(y   f(u); C) = maxf( y1  
2u)+; (u  y2)+g. There are several possibilities for the value of (u) := (d(y  f(x); C) 
d(y   f(u); C))+:
 if y1 + 2x  0 and x  y2  0, i.e.,  y1=2  x  y2, then (u) = 0 for all u 2 R,
and consequently jrf jy(x) = 0;
 if y1 + 2x  0 and x  y2 > 0, i.e.,  y1=2  x and y2 < x, then (u) = (x  u)+
for all u 2 R close to x, and consequently jrf jy(x) = 1;
 if y1 + 2x < 0 and x  y2  0, i.e.,  y1=2 < x and y2  x, then (u) = 2(u  x)+
for all u 2 R close to x, and consequently jrf jy(x) = 2;
 if y1 + 2x < 0 and x   y2 > 0, i.e., y2 < x <  y1=2, then (u) = maxf2(u  
x)+; (x  u)+g for all u 2 R close to x, and consequently jrf jy(x) = 2.
Thus jrf jy(x) can take three dierent values between those of  jrf j(x) and +jrf j(x).
In general, it holds
jrf jy(x)  +jrf j(x)(11)
for any y 2 Y . Indeed,
f+y (x)  f+y (u) = d(y   f(x); C)  d(y   f(u); C)  d(f(u)  f(x); C);
and consequently
(f+y (x)  f+y (u))+
d(u; x)
 d

f(u)  f(x)
d(u; x)
; C

 r
for all u 6= x and any r  0 such that (f(u)   f(x))=d(u; x) 2 C + rB. Inequality (11)
follows from denitions (6) and (8).
Example 6. Let X = R, Y = (R2; k  k), where k(y1; y2)k = max(jy1j; jy2j), C = R2+, and
f(u) = (2u; u), u 2 R. Then (f(x)   f(u))=d(u; x) = (2; 1) sgn(x   u) for any x 2 R
and u 2 R, u 6= x. Like in Example 5, (f(u)   f(x))=d(u; x) 2 C + rB if and only if
either x > u or r  2 which implies +jrf j(x) = 2 for any x 2 R. At the same time,

C = f(c1; c2) 2 R2+j minfc1; c2g = 1g and (f(x)  f(u))=d(u; x) 2 C + r

C for some r  0
if x > u and r  sup
(c1;c2)2

C
minf2=c1; 1=c2g = 1. Hence,  jrf j(x) = 1 and for all x 2 R.
Let y = (y1; y2) 2 R2. Then d(y   f(u); C) = maxf(2u   y1)+; (u   y2)+g. jrf jy(x)
depends on the values of (u) = (d(y   f(x); C)  d(y   f(u); C))+ for u near x:
 if 2x y1  0 and x y2  0, i.e., x  minfy1=2; y2g, then (u) = 0 for all u 2 R,
and consequently jrf jy(x) = 0;
 if 2x   y1  0 and x   y2 > 0, i.e., y2 < x  y1=2, then (u) = (x   u)+ for all
u 2 R close to x, and consequently jrf jy(x) = 1;
 if 2x  y1 > 0 and x  y2  0, i.e., y1=2 < x and y2  x, then (u) = 2(x  u)+
for all u 2 R close to x, and consequently jrf jy(x) = 2;
 if 2x   y1 > 0 and x   y2 > 0, i.e., x > maxfy1=2; y2g, then (u) = maxf2(x  
u)+; (x u)+g = 2(x u)+ for all u 2 R close to x, and consequently jrf jy(x) = 2.
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Again, jrf jy(x) takes three dierent values. For certain values of y it can be smaller than
 jrf j(x).
Another type of slope will be used in the sequel. The internal slope of f at x 2 X is
dened as
0jrf j(x) := lim inf
u!x
sup

r  0
 f(u)  f(x)d(u; x) + rB  C

:(12)
The convention sup ; = 0 is in force here.
Condition 0jrf j(x) > 0 obviously implies that f(u) f(x)
d(u;x)
2 intC for all u 6= x in a
neighborhood of x. Unlike slopes (7) and (8), slope (12) characterizes quantitatively the
(minimal) ascent rate of f at x. The next proposition provides a further comparison of
the slopes.
Proposition 7. (i) Slopes (8) and (12) cannot be positive simultaneously.
(ii) Slopes (7) and (12) cannot be positive simultaneously.
Proof. If +jrf j(x) > 0, then by denition (8), there exists an r > 0 such that f(u) f(x)
d(u;x)
=2
C + rB for all u 6= x in a neighborhood of x. Particularly, f(u) f(x)
d(u;x)
=2 C and it follows
from (12) that 0jrf j(x) = 0. This proves part (i). Part (ii) is a consequence of part (i)
due to (10). 
The role of internal slope (12) is similar to that of the constant
(13) jrf j0(x) := lim inf
u!x
f+f(x)(u)
d(u; x)
:
introduced in [5]. In (13), f+f(x)(u) denotes f
+
y (u) (dened by (3)) with y = f(x). Constant
(13) also characterizes quantitatively the ascent rate of f at x.
Proposition 8. If C is a pointed cone (i.e., C\( C) = f0g), then 0jrf j(x)  jrf j0(x).
Proof. If 0jrf j(x) = 0, the inequality is trivial. If 0jrf j(x) > r > 0, then by denition
(12), for all u in a neighborhood of x it holds f(u) f(x)+rd(u; x)B  C, and consequently
d(f(u)   f(x); Y n C)  rd(u; x). Since C is a pointed cone,  C n f0g  Y n C, and
consequently f+f(x)(u) = d(f(x)  f(u); C)  rd(u; x). It follows from denition (13) that
jrf j0(x)  r. As r < 0jrf j(x) is arbitrary, the assertion is proved. 
If Y = R, then (7) and (8) reduce to (5) while constants (12) and (13) coincide.
Proposition 9. If Y = R, then
 jrf j(x) = +jrf j(x) = lim sup
u!x
(f(x)  f(u))+
d(u; x)
;
0jrf j(x) = jrf j0(x) = lim inf
u!x
(f(u)  f(x))+
d(u; x)
:
Proof. Let Y = R. Then

C = f1g and C + r

C = R+ + r while C + rB = R+   r. Hence,
 =2 C + r

C ,  < r and  =2 C + rB ,  <  r, and it holds
sup

r  0
 f(x)  f(u)d(u; x) 2 C + r C

= inf

r  0
 f(u)  f(x)d(u; x) 2 C + rB

=
(f(x)  f(u))+
d(u; x)
:
7At the same time,
sup

r  0
 f(u)  f(x)d(u; x) + rB  C

= sup

r  0
 f(u)  f(x)d(u; x)  r

=
(f(u)  f(x))+
d(u; x)
=
d(f(x)  f(u); C)
d(u; x)
=
f+f(x)(u)
d(u; x)
:
The conclusions follow from the denitions. 
Proposition 10. Let X be a normed linear space. If f is directionally dierentiable at x
in the direction u 6= 0, then
f 0(x;u) =2  

intC + kuk  jrf j(x)

C

;(14)
f 0(x;u) 2 C + kuk +jrf j(x)B:(15)
Proof. If f 0(x;u) 2  (intC + kuk  jrf j(x)c) for some c 2

C, then with xt = x + tu, it
holds
f(x)  f(xt)
d(xt; x)
2 C + ( jrf j(x) + ")c
for some " > 0 and all suciently small t > 0. This contradicts denition (7) of the slope.
If f 0(x;u) =2 C + kuk +jrf j(x)B, then with xt = x+ tu, it holds
f(xt)  f(x)
d(xt; x)
=2 C + (+jrf j(x) + ")B
for some " > 0 and all suciently small t > 0. This contradicts denition (8) of the upper
slope. 
One of the consequences of Proposition 10 is the fact that, in the directionally dier-
entiable case, condition  jrf j(x) = 0 implies that f 0(x;u) =2  intC for all u 2 X which
means that x is a stationary point of f in the sense of Smale [36,37].
3.2. Strict slopes. Given a xed point x 2 X, denote y = f(x). One can use the
collection of slopes (6), (7) and (8) computed at nearby points to dene more robust
objects { the strict outer slope [5]
jrf j>(x) = lim inf
x!x; f+y (x)#0
jrf jy(x)(16)
as well as the strict outer lower and strict outer upper slopes of f at x:
 jrf j>(x) = lim inf
x!x; f+y (x)#0
 jrf j(x);(17)
+jrf j>(x) = lim inf
x!x; f+y (x)#0
+jrf j(x):(18)
Note that condition f+y (x) # 0 in (16), (17) and (18) does not imply in general that
f(x)! y = f(x). It only means that d(y f(x); C) # 0 or, equivalently, d(f(x); y C) # 0.
Constants (16) { (18) provide lower estimates for the \uniform" descent rate of f near
x. The word \strict" reects the fact that slopes at nearby points contribute to the
denitions (16) { (18) making them analogues of the strict derivative. The word \outer"
is used to emphasize that only points outside the set Sy(f) are taken into account.
Condition (10) implies the inequality
 jrf j>(x)  +jrf j>(x):
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If Y = R, then, due to Proposition 9, denitions (17) and (18) take the form
 jrf j>(x) = +jrf j>(x) = lim inf
x!x; f(x)#f(x)
jrf j(x)(19)
and coincide with the strict outer slope dened in [11].
The strict outer slopes (16), (17) and (18) are limits of the usual slopes jrf jy(x),
 jrf j(x) and +jrf j(x) respectively which themselves are limits and do not take into
account how close to x the point x is. This can be important when characterizing error
bounds. In view of this observation, the next denitions can be of interest.
The uniform strict slope [5] of f at x:
(20) jrf j(x) := lim inf
x!x; f+y (x)#0
sup
u6=x
(f+y (x)  f+y (u))+
d(u; x)
and the uniform strict lower and upper slopes of f at x:
 jrf j(x) := lim inf
x!x; f+y (x)#0
sup
u 6=x
sup

r  0
 f(x)  fy(u)d(u; x) 2 C + r C

;(21)
+jrf j(x) := lim inf
x!x; f+y (x)#0
sup
u 6=x
inf

r  0
 fy(u)  f(x)d(u; x) 2 C + rB

:(22)
If f is C-lower semicontinuous near x, then
(23)  jrf j>(x)   jrf j(x); +jrf j>(x)  +jrf j(x):
The inequalities follow from denitions (7), (8), (17), (18), (21), and (22) and Proposi-
tion 1 (vi), while the inequality
 jrf j(x)  +jrf j(x)
follows from Proposition 4.
Using the same arguments as in the proof of Proposition 9, we can easily show that
in the scalar case the dened above uniform strict slopes (20){(22) reduce to the scalar
uniform strict slope from [12].
Proposition 11. If Y = R, then
 jrf j(x) = +jrf j(x) = jrf j(x) = lim sup
x!x; f(x)#y
sup
u6=x
(f(x)  fy(u))+
d(u; x)
:
4. Criteria in terms of slopes
In this section, several primal space error bound criteria in terms of various kinds of
slopes are established.
4.1. Main criterion. To establish sucient error bound criteria we use the following
vector variational principle.
Theorem 12 ( [6]). Let X be complete and D be a nonempty closed convex and bounded
subset of C such that 0 =2 cl (D + C). Let f : X ! Y be C-lower semicontinuous and
C-bounded. Then for every x 2 X, " > 0 and  > 0 there exists a w 2 X such that
(a) (f(x)  C) \ (f(w) + "d(x;w)D) 6= ;,
(b) (f(w)  C) \ (f(u) + "d(u;w)D) = ; for every u 6= w,
(c) Moreover, if x is an "-minimal point of f with respect to D, then
d(x;w) < :
9Let an x 2 X be xed and y = f(x). We are examining the error bound property (4)
at x relative to y: there exists a  > 0 and a  > 0 such that
(24) d(x; Sy(f))  f+y (x); 8x 2 B(x):
It can be equivalently dened in terms of the error bound modulus [5] of f at x:
(25) Er f(x) := lim inf
x!x; x=2Sy(f)
f+y (x)
d(x; Sy(f))
;
which coincides with the supremum of  1 over all  such that (24) holds for some  > 0.
Hence, the error bound property holds for f at x if and only if Er f(x) > 0.
The error bound modulus (25) admits the following representation which will be used
in the sequel:
(26) Er f(x) = lim inf
x!x; x=2Sy(f)
sup

r  0
 y   f(x)d(x; Sy(f)) =2 C + rB

:
Indeed, taking into account denition (3), we have
f+y (x)
d(x; Sy(f))
=
d(y   f(x); C)
d(x; Sy(f))
= d

y   f(x)
d(x; Sy(f))
; C

= sup

r  0
 y   f(x)d(x; Sy(f)) =2 C + rB

:
The claimed representation (26) follows from denition (25).
The next theorem provides the relationship between the error bound modulus and the
uniform strict outer slopes.
Theorem 13. (i) Er f(x)  +jrf j(x).
(ii) If X is complete and fy is C-lower semicontinuous and C-bounded, then Er f(x) 
 jrf j(x).
Proof. (i) If Er f(x) = 0, the inequality holds trivially. Let 0 <  < Er f(x). We are
going to show that +jrf j(x)  . By representation (26) of the error bound modulus,
there is a  > 0 such that for any x 2 B(x) with y   f(x) =2 C one can nd an r > 
with the property
y   f(x)
d(x; Sy(f))
=2 C + rB:
Choose a w 2 Sy(f) such that
y   f(x)
d(x;w)
=2 C + B
and recall that fy(w) = y. If
fy(w)  f(x)
d(w; x)
2 C + rB
for some r  0, then necessarily r > , and consequently   +jrf j(x).
(ii) Let  > 0 > Er yf(x) and  > 0. By denition (25) of the error bound modulus,
there is an x 2 Bmin(1=2; 1)(x) such that x =2 Sy(f), i.e., f+y (x) > 0 and
(27) f+y (x) < 
0d(x; Sy(f)):
In other words, y   f(x) =2 C and y   f(x) 2 C + 0d(x; Sy(f))B. It follows that fy(x) =
f(x) and, for any c 2

C (since c+ B  C or B  C   c),
(28) y   fy(x) 2 C   0d(x; Sy(f))c:
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Denote " := d(x; Sy(f)) and  := "=. We are going to apply Theorem 12.
x is an "-minimal point of fy with respect to c. Indeed, if there exists a point u 2 X
such that fy(u) 2 fy(x)  "c  C, then comparing this inclusion with (28), we obtain
y   fy(u) 2 C + (   0)d(x; Sy(f))c  intC;
which contradicts Proposition 1 (iii).
By Theorem 12, there exists a w 2 X such that
(a) d(w; x) < ,
(b) fy(w) 2 f(x)  C,
(c) fy(u) + d(u;w)c =2 fy(w)  C for all u 6= w.
Below we discuss some implications of conditions (a){(c).
(a) Since  = d(x; Sy(f)), it holds fy(w) = f(w) and f
+
y (w) > 0. Furthermore, we have
the following estimates:
(29) d(w; x)  d(w; x) + d(x; x) < d(x; Sy(f)) + d(x; x)  2d(x; x)  :
(b) By Proposition 1 (v) and (27),
(30) 0 < f+y (w)  f+y (x) < 0d(x; x)  (0=) < :
(c) can be rewritten equivalently as
fy(w)  fy(u)
d(u;w)
=2 C + c for all u 6= w:
Hence,
(31) sup
u6=w
sup

r  0
 fy(w)  fy(u)d(u;w) 2 C + r C

 :
It follows from estimates (31), (29), and (30) and denition (21) that jrf j(x)  ,
and consequently jrf j(x)  Er f(x). 
When Y = R, Theorem 13 recaptures [12, Theorem 1] and improves [11, Theorem 2].
It goes in line with a similar condition for the calmness [q] property of level set maps
which rst appeared in [24, Proposition 3.4]; see also [20, Corollary 4.3].
Comparing Theorem 13 and [5, Theorem 3.3], we can deduce the relationship between
the uniform strict slopes.
Corollary 14. If X is complete and fy is C-lower semicontinuous and C-bounded, then
 jrf j(x)  jrf j(x)  +jrf j(x).
4.2. Error bound criteria. Theorem 13 together with [5, Theorem 3.3 and Proposi-
tion 3.4] and the relationships between the slopes and error bound modulus established
above produce several error bound criteria summarized in the next theorem.
Theorem 15. Let y = f(x). Consider the following conditions.
(i) f satises the error bound property at x relative to y;
(ii) +jrf j(x) > 0;
(iii) jrf j(x) > 0;
(iv)  jrf j(x) > 0;
(v)  jrf j>(x) > 0;
(vi) 0jrf j>(x) > 0.
Then (vi) ) (i) ) (ii) and (v) ) (iv).
If X is complete and fy is C-lower semicontinuous and C-bounded, then (iv) ) (iii)
, (i).
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Note that if X is complete and fy is C-lower semicontinuous and C-bounded, then
conditions (v) and (vi) are both sucient for the error bound property of f at x relative
to y. At the same time, one can use functions in [5, Examples 2 and 6] to check that
these conditions are independent.
Conclusion
To the best of our knowledge, this paper together with [5] present the rst attempt to
extend the denitions and theory of slopes which have proved to be very useful tools in
the scalar analysis to functions with values in normed vector spaces. We consider new
concepts of error bounds for vector-valued functions and demonstrate the applicability of
vector slopes to developing primal space characterizations of error bounds. Subdierential
characterizations of vector error bounds are discussed in [5].
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